Field theoretic models possessing a global internal fermionic shift symmetry are considered. When such a symmetry is realized locally, spin 3/2 fields appear naturally as gauge fields. Implementation of the gauging procedure requires not only the usual replacement of ordinary derivatives by covariant derivatives containing the spin 3/2 fields, but also the inclusion of additional monomials. The Higgs mechanism and the high energy Nambu-Goldstone fermion equivalence theorem are explicitly demonstrated.
Spin 1 fields arise most naturally as the vector connections when global internal symmetries are realized as local symmmetries. This gauging of global symmetries and the resultant Higgs mechanism is at the heart of the much of particle physics including the Standard Model. In this note, we address the possibility of the origin of spin 3/2 particles as the result of gauging a global internal fermionic symmetry. The most familiar fermionic symmetry is supersymmetry (SUSY), a spacetime symmetry related through the SUSY algebra to spacetime translations. Thus gauging supersymmetry automatically requires a gauging of the full Poincaré group resulting in a supergravity theory which, in addition to the spin 3/2 fields, necessarily contains the spin 2 graviton field. Here we examine models with a global internal fermionic symmetry whose gauging can be implemented only using the spin 3/2 fields without the need for any other higher spin fields.
We begin by introducing a model which contains a 2-component Weyl fermion, λ α and its complex conjugateλα and demand the model be invariant under the global shift transformation:
(1)
where ξ,ξ are spacetime independent Grassmann parameters and f is a mass scale. The resulting invariant action, retaining terms through mass dimension 4 is just the kinetic term of the free Dirac action:
Note that the required symmetry forbids a λλ +λλ fermion mass term.
The globally symmetric model can be readily extended to include higher dimensional (derivatively coupled) fermionic self interations. In fact, any term of the form
whereFα 1 (∂λ, ∂λ) is a function of ∂λ and ∂λ produces an invariant action. An example of such an operator is provided byFα 1 = a 1 f 2 ∂ 2λα , where a 1 is a constant.
The model can be further extended to include couplings to other fields (generically referred to as φ i ). Under the global shift of the fermion field, all these other fields are taken to be invariant: δ(ξ,ξ)φ i = 0. Thus a globally invariant Lagrangian containing no fermion fields experiencing the nontrivial shift is simply
This could include the full Standard Model Lagrangian.
One can also couple the fields φ i to the λ,λ with an invariant Lagrangian of the form
Once again focusing on the free massless fermion field theory exhibiting the global shift symmetry, we now promote the Grassmann symmetry parameters to become local, (local variations and locally invariant actions and their associated Lagrangians will be denoted using a hat) ξ → ξ(x) ;ξ →ξ(x), so that
We seek an action generalizing that of Eq. (2) which is invariant under this local transformation. The standard procedure is to simply replace the derivatives by covariant derivatives
where ψ α µ and its conjugateψ μ α are spin 3/2 fields carrying both vector and spinor indices. Making such a substitution, the Lagrangian of Eq. (2) takes the form
The local ξ variation of this Lagrangian (theξ variation can be obtained by complex conju-
As usual, we can takeδ
to cancel the part of the variation depending on ∂ µ ξ. However, there is nothing to cancel the terms dependent on ξ (not derivative of ξ). The source of the dilema is the fact that the Dirac Lagrangian is not a function of only derivatives of the fermion fields. This case can be compared to the massless scalar kinetic term which is a function of only derivatives of the scalar fields. There simply replacing ordinary derivatives by covariant derivatives which include the spin 1 vector field is sufficient to render that model locally invariant.
Thus to construct a locally invariant model for the fermion case, we must do more than just replace derivatives by covariant derivatives. We need to include additional terms in the action as well as have something which transforms into ξ and not its derivative. We already have that ψ µ transforms into a derivative of ξ. The only other object remaining isψ µ . Recall that the spin 1/2 field λ transforms as ξ. Thus we demand that spin 3/2 fieldψ µ transform
To proceed, we next systematically list the operators and their associated variations starting with the Dirac covariant kinetic term for λ andλ and then cancelling the unwanted variations until we left with an invariant action under the transformationŝ
and the complex conjugate (i.e.ξ) variations.
The needed operators and their local transformations are given as:
Next form the LagrangianL
and demand that its action is invariant under the variations. This leads to relationships among the various coeficients c i . Canonically normalizing the kinetic term so that c 1 = 1,
Thus the action,Î 0 , formed from the Lagrangian
is invariant under the local variations:δ(ξ,ξ)Î = 0. Included in the product of covariant derivatives inL is a mass term for the spin 3/2 field of the form
. It follows that a Higgs mechanism has taken place and the Nambu-Goldstone spin 1/2 fermion fields (λ andλ) become the spin 1/2 components of the massive spin 3/2 fields. This is also consistent with the transformation lawsδ(ξ)
In contrast to the scalar case where the vector mass term emerges directly from the boson kinetic term when derivatives are replaced with covariant derivatives, the appearance of spin 3/2 field mass term is somewhat more circuitous. It arises from an independent monomial needed to be added to the action in order to inforce the local shift invariance. Note that this Lagrangian is invariant under the local fermionic shift transformation but violates the global chirality of the globally shift invariant theory: δ(ω)λ = iωλ ; δ(ω)λ = −iωλ. In particular, the Nambu-Goldstone spin 1/2 fermion fields (λ andλ) acquire a mass term of the form
(λλ +λλ) where the coefficient is identical to the mass of the spin 3/2 field;
To complete the program, we need to construct the locally invariant kinetic term for the spin 3/2 fields. It is readily established that the Lagrangian 
which is the Lagrangian of a massive spin 3/2 field with mass term m 3/2 = f 2
. This is the Lagrangian relevant for the infrared dynamics.
On the other hand, for energies much greater than the mass of the spin 3/2 particles, the model obeys an equivalence theorem which equates the scattering amplitudes of the (longitudnal polarized) spin 1/2 components of the spin 3/2 particles to the scattering amplitudes of the Nambu-Goldstone fermions. This is the analogous relation to the familiar high energy equivalence theorem between the scattering amplitudes of longitudnally polarized vector gauge bosons and the associated Nambu-Goldstone bosons [2] . To derive the Nambu-Goldstone fermion equivalence theorem, consider the generating functional of connected Green functions for the spin 1/2 components of the spin 3/2 gauge fermions given
whereÎ is the locally invariant action derived above. The gauge fixing (spinor) functions [3] are taken as
Note that with this gauge choice, no ghost fields are required. The η
) are the (Grassmann) sources for the on mass shell spin 1/2 (longitudnal) components of the spin 3/2 fields which are given in momentum space using the vector-spinor wavefunctions [4] as
with k µ = ( k 2 + m 
) and hence gives the dominant contribution. It follows that in this
Using the on mass shell conditions for the scattering amplitudes, the gauge fixing term
reduces upon application of the field equations to the constraints
and
In obtaining these results, it was crucial that the mass, m 3/2 , for the spin 3/2 fields, ψ α µ ,ψα µ and spin 1/2 fields, λ α ,λα, were identical. Using Eq.(24) in Eq. (21) then gives
Susbtituting this result into the generating functional for connected on-shell Green functions for the spin 1/2 components of the spin 3/2 gauge fermions allows it to be written at high energies, (| k| >> m 3/2 ), as
which establishes the equivalence theorem. That is, at high energies, the (longitudnal projected) spin 1/2 helicity scattering amplitudes of the spin 3/2 particle can be computed using the Nambu-Goldstone fermion scattering amplitudes.
Finally, let us consider the locally invariant coupling of the spin 3/2 field to the locally invariant matter. To do so, note that the combinations
µ λ are locally shift invariant. Thus any Lorentz invariant function of these combinations and the φ i of the form
will be locally shift invariant.
In this note, we have seen how spin 3/2 fields can arise quite naturally when a global internal fermionic shift symmetry is gauged. The gauging procedure, however, requires the inclusion of further monomials in addition to the replacement of ordinary derivatives by covariant derivatives containing the spin 3/2 field. Thus the procedure a bit more involved than that needed for global bosonic internal symmetries. Note that the analogous global shift symmetry in the free massless scalar model when gauged produces the U(1) nonlinear sigma model. Further note that as opposed to the gauging of supersymmetry [5] , which is a global spacetime fermionic symmetry, there is no need to include any other higher dimensional fields beyond the spin 3/2 gauge field.
In closing, let us point out that the models possessing the global internal fermionic shift symmetry which we have considered in this paper do not violate the Coleman-Mandula theorem [6] or its extension by Haag, Lopuszanski and M. Sohnius [7] which states that of all 
